The repeatability of corneal and corneal epithelial thickness measurements using optical coherence tomography.
The purpose of this study is to examine within and between session repeatability of clinical optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging for anterior segment morphometry. Images of the corneal apex of each eye in 18 subjects were obtained using a Humphrey Zeiss OCT imager. Subjects viewed a target positioned to ensure that scans were orthogonal to the ocular surface and each image, consisting of 100 adjacent sagittal scans, analyzed using custom software. Repeatability data were analyzed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), correlation coefficient of concordance (CCC, perfect test-retest agreement ICC or CCC = 1.0), and coefficients of repeatability (COR, 95% confidence interval of test-retest differences). To account for each eye, the multivariate repeatability statistic Iota was estimated. Mean central corneal and epithelial thickness of 32 eyes (OD and OS combined) is 536 +/- 26 microm (standard deviation [SD]) and 52 +/- 3 microm (SD) with 5th and 95th percentile thicknesses of 507 and 591 microm for central cornea and 48 and 57 microm for central epithelial. Worst case within session repeatability was defined as repeatability between images with greatest differences in mean thickness within a session. Corneal thickness worst case ICC was 0.95 and COR was +/- 9.98 microm. Epithelium worst case ICC was 0.36, CCC was 0.12, and COR was +/- 11.11 microm. First image between session corneal thickness had an ICC = 0.98 and a COR = 10.83 microm, whereas epithelium ICC = 0.38, CCC = 0.37, and COR was +/- 12.84 microm. When we compared the average of the first three tests with the first three retest images, corneal ICC was 0.98 and COR was +/- 10.64 microm and epithelium ICC = 0.73, CCC = 0.72, and COR was +/- 6.53 microm. Iota (multivariate repeatability, using eye as a factor) for the cornea was at least 0.96 (worst case) and increased to at least 0.98 when within-session image data were averaged. Iota for epithelium measures ranged from 0.29 when first images were compared with 0.57 when within-session image data were averaged. There is very good repeatability of corneal thickness measurement using OCT; even the worst case measurements are similar between sessions. On the other hand, this is not the case for epithelium measurements, and if multiple images within a session are acquired, the worst case results demonstrate how important it is to optimize each OCT scan and also average multiple scans to maximize intersession repeatability.